Understood End Time Prophecies to Timeline
(Part 4)
Pre/ Mid/ Post, Opening end time books: As always, it all starts to

open up once you correctly understand Psalms 90:10’s direct revelation of 14 years
and its direct relation to understanding the When, of End Time scriptures. So that this
isn’t a 4 or 5 hour video, we’ll look at key events that the everyday end time watchman
or prophecy teacher knows is coming. But first, let’s go through some of the
understandings that people have about whether there’s a Pre, Mid or Post tribulation
Rapture. Keep in mind later as we go through the events to come, they are generally
believed to be the same, with what varies being who different groups believe will still be
around. It is FAR too much work to go through all of each group’s beliefs in detail, of
where we’re at and when their events will happen next. But here’s an overview of them
which I expect will help you to see the perfect truth of 14 years compared to each of the
others understanding and why!
Let’s get these guys thinking out of the way. Those who believe we’re in the
Millennium already!!!! WWHHHAAATTTT? (no words for that one).
Next group is Post trib. Not much needs to be said here, except they believe we’ll all
remain here to go through all of it, than go to be with the Lord at the end. Without
spending a lot of time here, (they’ll also be touched on in a later part) a reason they
believe this is because it says After 2 days/ 2000 years, which we’ll go into later, is
when Christ returns and the resurrection happens. This is true...however not fully
understood in the thinking. And as mentioned a couple of these parts are covered a little
further down.
Another group believes... we’ve been going through the seals for years now and that
we’re waiting on the 6th seal to begin. And to be honest this one seems pretty good in
its thinking because the understanding of the time of tribulation being only understood
as 7 years and it’s the time of Jacob’s trouble, not the Gentiles, kinda makes sense!!!
Also if you look at events over the years and the killing of Christians that have taken
place, wars, etc... again appears to make sense. This group I would call Pre/Mid!
Because the tribulation of their 7 years hasn’t started yet, so they’re Pre, but they’ve put
us at the point now of the Mid tribulation at the end of seals! Plus when you read the
scriptures and they say we’re not appointed to wrath. That would also make sense. So
it is very understandable for people to come to this thinking. However...has peace been

removed from the earth, as we’re told it will be in Revelation 6:4 at the Red horse
rider? No! How about the killing of Christians by the millions or over a quarter of the
earth as we read in Revelation 6:8 at the time of the Pale horse rider? Nope! Certainly
not to that extent. And here’s a key piece of understanding. When John wrote the book
of Revelation....They Were ALREADY Killing Christians for Years. So why was would
he have been instructed to write it as part of future end time events? Because as bad
as it has been for many of our brothers and sisters around the world for centuries,
what’s still to come will “PALE” in comparison. But again I say, if you only understand 7
years for the tribulation this would appear to make a lot or the most sense.
Another group believes that this same time at the end of seals is called the Mid trib
rapture time. That as mentioned above, the “we’re not appointed to wrath” which begins
at Trumpets according to the end of the 6th seal in Revelation 6:16-17 “And said to the
mountains and rocks, Fall on us, and hide us from the face of him that sitteth on the
throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb: 17 For the great day of his wrath is come;
and who shall be able to stand?” thus meaning the church will go through the first half of
the 7 years or the first 3.5 years of the tribulation of the seals, then be raptured before
the Trumpets begin as we read in Revelation 7. So this group does not believe the
seals have begun, which IS correct, and does believe toward the end of seals the
rapture will happen, which IS also correct. However they don’t understand how a field is
harvested and so they believe the Whole church will remain to that point because
they’ve been taught the Whole church is the bride and that the Escape and the Rapture
mean the same thing. So they believe the church will all be here half as long as the Post
trib people. I used to bounce around between believing this one and the last one I’ll
mention, Pre trib. But you see this group is also partly correct! Because the rapture will
come at the end of the 6th seal or better yet, between the 6th and 7th seals, before the
trumpets. But somehow in those first 3.5 years there will be WW3, America and parts of
the world destroyed, antichrist as world leader, false prophet come on the scene and do
many wonders giving power to the antichrist for 42 more months, famine, beheadings
and mark of the beast, THEN the 6th seal and all of those massive destructions then
rapture. All these in 3.5 years? WW2 alone was 6 years! The timing is Impossible! And
don’t forget then satan needs to come on the scene, but many in this group of thinking
and the next one, Pre trib, believe that the antichrist is satan!!! Even though the
scriptures say that he, the antichrist, will get his power from him, the dragon and
Revelation 12:9 tells us that satan himself will be cast down to earth after losing his war
in heaven. So the antichrist isn’t satan. Remember the scriptures tell us of 3 main “bad
guys” if you will. The beast, false prophet and the dragon in Revelation 16:13 “And I
saw three unclean spirits like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon, and out of the
mouth of the beast, and out of the mouth of the false prophet”. And many people do

not understand Deuteronomy 32:30-31 “How should one chase a thousand, and two
put ten thousand to flight, except their Rock had sold them, and the LORD had shut
them up? 31 For their rock is not as our Rock, even our enemies themselves being
judges”. So, I just could not wrap my head around a number of things in this, but
especially the timing. For example the 42 months, 1260 days and time, and times, and
half a time all spoken of in Revelation. Why would the bible give us different time
definitions if they were the same portions of time? On top of that we read in Revelation
13:5 about the 42 months, that the first beast was given power to continue 42 months?
“And there was given unto him a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies; and
power was given unto him to continue forty and two months.” Which if you take 42
months and the 1260 or the time, and times, and half a time it would be a period of time
with him in power with his seat and authority plus 3.5 years and 3.5 years equaling a
period of time greater than 7 years? How could it be more than 7 years? So as I’m sure
many of you have thought, it was confusing, which is why I bounced between that and
the next one, Pre trib.
The final group I’ll talk about is essentially the main one people believe and want to be
true most of all. And it is true, just not to the extent they’re expecting, because of the
lack of understanding taught in the pulpits. Like the others they have some truth as
well. The don’t believe the tribulation has begun yet, which IS true. But they believe the
rapture comes first, which is not true. Why? Because first of all, they’ve been taught
that the Escape and the Rapture mean the same thing (but they don’t) and second
because they don’t understand how crops were harvested? Each crop whether wheat
or fruits, etc... have a first fruits (tithe 10%/ escape), followed by the main harvest
(~85 - 90%/ rapture) and finally what’s called the corners and gleaning (~1 - 5%/
those that will come in much later).

I’ve taught this before in the video called, Time to Understand the Harvests. This group
is going to wake up to a very hard reality once this all begins and a relatively small
group of people (10% of the church) of which some they knew in their own churches
have suddenly VANISHED and they’ve been left behind. It will be so, so confusing when
trying to understand what has happened. Thinking “How could it have been the rapture?
I believe in Jesus.” This will cause many to believe it must have been something else
because they’re still here and many others to fall away believing they’ve missed the
rapture.
You see most people from these groups, but certainly not all (because from each
of these groups people will have vanished), will be left scratching their heads

trying to understand.

Thinking their pastors, ministers, etc... all must have had it wrong! Then others will say
that wasn’t the rapture, something else happened to them because that wasn’t enough
people who vanished and the rapture should be All believers! And they’ll then say...”It’s
Mid trib!!! Hold on and stay strong we have 3.5 years to go”. And what do we know
here at this ministry about that??? They’ll still have about 3 more years to go on top of
that! And who do you think will begin to speak up next and start saying WE TOLD YOU
SO....that’s right the Post trib believers! Because once 3.5 years will have come and
gone and the rapture still never happened, what do you think they’ll come to believe in
next, for one last possible HOPE in understanding?? Yup, Post trib!
On top of that we’ve also been told in the understanding from scripture in the days of
creation, that the Lord Jesus is a type of Adam. In fact we’re told Jesus is called the
Second/ or Last Adam in 1 Corinthians 15:45 “And so it is written, The first man Adam
was made a living soul; the last Adam was made a quickening spirit.” And when will that
Second Adam, Jesus, the quickening spirit return? At 6 days or at 6000 years! And it
just so happens that the LAST verse of Genesis 1 is Genesis 1:31 “And God saw
everything that he had made, and, behold, it was very good. And the evening and the

morning were the sixth day.” The 31st verse is the end of the 6th day,
just like the end of
the year 2031 will be the end of the 6000 years and the RETURN of the LORD feet
down on the Mount of Olives!
We read also in Hosea 6:2 “After two days will he revive us: in the third day he will
raise us up, and we shall live in his sight.” This here in Hosea we will get more into
which is what this teaching is leading into. But here we read that After Two Days, why?
Because from His Death and Resurrection NOT His Birth came Salvation and from His
death and resurrection 2 days or 2000 years, as we’re told to understand in 2 Peter 3:8
“But, beloved, be not ignorant of this one thing, that one day is with the Lord as a
thousand years, and a thousand years as one day.”, will be His return as He left. Now
why do I bring this up here? To show you that 2 days or 2000 years from His death and
resurrection to His return, which equals 2031, MINUS 7 Years for the tribulation does
NOT equal 2018/19 (always remember a year goes from Spring to Spring) but equals
about the Spring of 2025. Which, would mean we still have time before the tribulation
begins if it were truly only 7 years long! But again....we here at Ministry Revealed know
better than to think we have until then. We all know, we are Now in Israel’s 70th year.
Yet literally almost ALL, including pastors, do not understand the severity in the
meaning of being in Israel’s 70th year. We do... it’s about to begin! Our beloved Israel

will not see her 71st birthday. But the good news is neither will His First Fruits of the
Wheat!
So how could SO SO many people have come to 3 (of the main), different conclusions
from reading the same Book? The reason is simple...there are scriptures to back each
of them up, because they’re true, BUT each INCOMPLETE. So, you see each has
some truth/ understanding to them. BUT.....what’s the single misunderstanding or better
yet; what BIG not yet understood piece were they all missing? You got it... the 14
YEAR understanding of Psalms 90:10. Its understanding brings Each of Them to
Light in One Whole complete UNDERSTANDING. And that wasn’t revealed,...as far as
anyone I have ever heard from or from my research, until this past year in this Holy
Spirit lead ministry! So you see, once studied and understood, you will know the truth of
it.

With that understanding cleared up, let’s have a look as some of these “Opening of the
Books” we’re talking about. We won’t go into Daniel 9’s opening here as we covered it
in a previous video. If you’d like to understand it please go watch the last video, which
is part 3 and called Daniel 9’s Final Prophecy Numbers. Now, let’s get into what I was
mentioning when touching on Hosea earlier. In this portion we’ll spend a little time but
certainly not go through everything, as mentioned at the start. Otherwise we’ve need a
few more hours. Here are some of the books we’ll touch on to prove to you the books
opening and their End Time understandings are being revealed. Hosea, Ezekiel,
Zechariah, Psalms, John and maybe more. I’ll open them for you and pray you won’t
rely solely on me for your understanding, but will go study them yourselves and
discover All of the different connections, as many of you have already done. What we’re
going to do is touch on some main end time events we all understand relate to end
times. Like the Pre trib escape of the bride that is going to happen between now and
less than 6 months, 2018. The Mid trib rapture of the main harvest of the church, 2024.
The Lord’s return on Mount of Olives in, 2031. When the final temple will be built from
2025 to 2028/29. When the true final Jubilee will happen in 2032/33. When satan will
have been cast out in 2028. And so much more. With All timing revealed to us in the
opening of the books and their understanding to the years! GOD IS GOOD.
You’ll see they all reveal 14 years with the events that happen in order in the correct
years they should happen. Let’s start with Hosea 1 and you’ll notice Hosea has 14
chapters? Why, because YES the chapters and verses were Spirit lead as well. The
Holy Spirit has not left “yet” and of course is still at work. You’ll notice the same in

Zechariah, that it has 14 chapters and that’s because one speaks to the Church and the
other, Zechariah speaks to Judah as you’ll see when we get there. With Hosea to start
we’ll also go into Psalms 18 to show the destruction beginning and the already
cleansed bride being set in a large place. Or Zechariah 1:12 telling us where we are
Now, “Then the angel of the LORD answered and said, O LORD of hosts, how long wilt
thou not have mercy on Jerusalem and on the cities of Judah, against which thou hast
had indignation these threescore and ten years? “ Again in the chapter to year 2018,
which happens to be the actual 70th year?
Next the rapture in Psalms 24 with those who needed to be cleansed and are being
saved from the metal sheet pounded thin. As well as in John 14 that shows their place
that has been prepared for them as Jesus said He would do, which is in the year 2024
chapter to year of John. Next, when the final temple will be built and how long it will
take, found in Zechariah 8 and Ezekiel 40 - 44. And how about Ezekiel 48 that reveals
the 15th / or 50th year, the Jubilee and all the tribes being returned into their lands. Or
How about the 14th chapter/ year, in Zechariah 14 and the return of the Lord feet down
on Mount of Olives. And on, and on. Let’s just add a couple more here from memory,
just to be sure we’re understanding what’s happening.

